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AHRC and Global Challenges
(From: Adam Walker, Head of Languages, Literature and International Engagement (a.walker@ahrc.ac.uk)

Overarching themes:

Addressing Inequalities

Cohesive communities

Migration and diasporas

Urbanisation

Capacity building

Legal & ethical frameworks

Wellbeing

Sustainability

Recognising the centrality of the human experience is essential to addressing global challenges

CONFLICT &
HUMANITARIAN
ACTION

CULTURE &
HERITAGE

International migration,
refugee crises, people on
the move

The media &
representation of
conflict

Humanitarian
interventions in
conflict

Cultural and human
approaches to
disease & global
health issues

Human-centred
approaches to conflict
resolution

Human rights,
politics and power
structures

Conflict
reconciliation,
transitional justice &
building cohesive
communities

Situating transnational
organised crime within Cultural & historical
perspectives of
cultural/historical
conflict
contexts

Community
Encouraging
community
engagement
&
engagement & participatory
participatory
governance
governance
lesteves@bournemouth.ac.uk

Cultural
preservation &
conflicted
heritage

Language, crosscultural
communication,
multiculturalism &
identities

Preserving & learning
from cultural
memory and
intangible heritage

Sustainable
heritage within
the urban and
rural contexts

Sustainable
heritage

Threats
to
Global threats to
heritage
e.g. climate
heritage
change, terrorism

Building
science
Building
heritage
science capabilities
capacity
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CREATIVE
ECONOMIES

Conservation,
tourism
and Upskilling & understanding the
Conservation,
distinctive dynamics of the creative
Tourism
&
heritage
industries
heritage
economies
economies
Encouraging
Culture, creativity
& developing
experience
economies

Capacity building in
museums, archives
& galleries

Nurturing creative
clusters & KE
through creative
intermediaries

creativity, innovation
& the entrepreneurial
citizen

Enhancing
opportunities for
creative SMEs/
microbusinesses

New copyright/
IP models for the
emerging
creative & digital
economies

Design for social
need &
economic
growth

Digital
Digital
transformations
&
transformations
Big Data
& big data
Advocating participatory
& co-production
methods
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Marine and coastal zone challenges (climate change and natural
hazards)
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Marine and coastal zone challenges (human-induced)

http://www.reimag.co.za/2015/11/04/africa-palma-the-new-gem-of-mozambique/
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What we are looking for?
Topics

Typology

Environmental change
Coastal processes and management
Ecosystem services
Erosion and flood risk
Vulnerability and adaptation
Marine spatial planning

Estuaries
Saltmarshes and mangroves
Sandy coasts
Mixed sediment systems
Rocky coasts
Urban and rural

Innovative/Creative approaches
Interdisciplinarity
Citizen science
Data compilation and analysis
Capacity building
Mapping and monitoring
Stakeholder engagement

lesteves@bournemouth.ac.uk

Socially-driven

Science-based
Technology-led
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Geography - scales
Regional (East Africa, Western
Indian Ocean)
National (Mozambique, Kenya,
Tanzania, Madagascar)
Local (cities, coastal
communities)
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Stage 1
RftD scoping Creates

Stage 2

MCH Usable Past
Platform

RftD
Network

Protection of heritage sites (MCH
included in CZM plans)

Enhancement of
local economy and
cultural identity

Heritage tourism, education (Jobs
related to MCH)

Commissioned
Projects

Policy

Community

Sustainable and ethical development
(Environmental Impact Assessments)
Knowledge creation and exchange, curation and
exchange

Stage 3 (dissemination and legacy)

Industry

Research

What are the MCH assets in the view of local people? Are they at risk?
Identifying/mapping MCH/vulnerability and risk analysis
How local communities perceive coastal change?
Traditional knowledge

Social surveys/workshops/forum

How does coastal change affect their lives/MCH assets?

How have they adapted to coastal change? What options are there for the future?
KE activities
What coastal management approaches may reduce
environmental and social vulnerabilities (affecting MCH)?
Policy analysis and contrasting with implementation practices
lesteves@bournemouth.ac.uk
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Research to date at BU
We aim to assess current climate-related and human-induced threats to
coastal and maritime heritage in East Africa.
We are creating a database on existing regional data and other disperse
data we are collating hope to share data on our website.

• Literature review on hazards and climate change affecting coastal East
Africa
• Identification of coastal hazards and climate change indicators
• Some difficulties in finding detailed local data
• Input required on the link between climate change/coastal hazards and
specific impacts on marine cultural heritage

